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BYU Game Target

Blacks To Boycott?

No. 38

Racism Films
To Be Shown
In Auditorium
Three films will he shon n beginning at 3 p.m. tixlay in Morris Dailey Auditorium AS part of
the "Racism: The Death of a
Nation" film aeries.
The Brat, "We Got to Live
Here," bi a documentary about
the Black ghetto area of Clinton
Hill, Newark, New Jersey.
In "Felicia," a teen-age Black
girl Ilving in Watts prior to the
riots there inquire* into and
assesses the frustrating conditions of her own life and that of
the whole segrated Black COMmutiny.
"Harlem Criliaider," the third
film, concerna a SOCIlli worker
completing his last month after
five years in Spanish Harlem.

Rally for Tomorrow

By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A call for a student isalkont tomorrow was made yesterday by Students for a Democratic So.
eiety I SDS I.
Students are being asked to lease classes at 10:45 a.m. and mass in Morris Dailey Auditorium
for a rails fr
II to 12 to discuss demands issued
SDS Friday.
SDS members, %dm began informal. al picketing )esterilli in front of the Administration
Building, will lead the way to the auditor’
.
The walkoui is not a strike, SDS spokesman Ron Stutz emphasized. "It all depends on the students whether or not a strike will be called."
Tlie reason for a walkout, instead of an ordinary Seventh Street rally, is to show "student
unity."
"We will discuss the bvaies at hand and answer questions about our demands," he said.
Basically, the demands are to protect the students from suffering when and if SJS goes to
the nine-unit teaching load the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) has proposed, Stutz explained.
SDS, as well as Arr, has expressed the fear that the school
will go to the nine-unit load but
without hiring more teachers to
make up the difference, thus leaving many students without classes
or in classes of greatly increased
sizes.

By IHIKE ELVITSKY
Spartan Daily Sparta Editor
11 appears almost certain that there will be a boycott by Black players of the Brigham Young
football ganie scheduled for Nov. 30 at Spartan Stadium.
While no definite statements have been made by the Black players, many have indicated they
will not play unless certain demands are met:
--One, that the Athletic Department try to find a Black coach to succeed Spartan mentor
Ilarry Anderson, who announced he would not return as head coach after the current season:
-Also, that part of the money from gate receipts and the concession stands, only from the
IIYU game, be handed over to the Black stutlents of SJS.
hod what percentage they want or where the money will go is unknown.
One Black pla.r who wished to remain unknown said, "I’ll probably not play in the game.
The Black players cannot made a definite statement right now but some news sl Id be forth.
coming in the near future.
"You’se got to
lerstand how we feel. Those Mormons say we’re the mark of Cain and that
we can’t go to heaven because we’re Black. Man, I just don’t want to associate with those people
sELECTIVE REDUCTION
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MONEY REQUIRED
added, "but demands backed by
denied this emphatically.
It is evident that the moves
violence and threats of violence
"No one is twisting my arm," WASHINGTON --- The expanddemanded by SDS will require
taint any need or aspirations."
ed Vietnam peace talks face postSlaton said.
The SJS Chapter of the Ameri- Larson, representing AAUP.
more money than is now allocated
Last year the Texas Western ponement for the third straight
can
Association
of
University
ProDr.
Lawrence
Lee,
president
of
DISRUPTION
football game was cancelled due week tomorrow although the
fessors (AAUP) is sponsoring a the SJS chapter of AAUP, believes to the school. Pres. Clark has said
Dr. David Markham, assistant
to threats of violence. But it ap- United States and South Vietnam
Dumke also urged "the rapid faculty panel discussion this Fri- the panel discussion should reveal no such money will be available
pears the BYU game will he played are reportedly nearing an agree- professor of speech. will review identification and prompt proceed- day on the campaign for the nine the present state of the nine unit by the spring semester.
ment breaking the deadlock on "The Myth of Mental Illness" and ing against those responsible for unit teaching load at 12:30 in campaign and its chances of suc- In that case, according to an
ar4 seheduled.
"Law, Liberty, and Psychiatry" by disruption of the educational pro- S141.
allied representation.
* * *
cess as well as the position of AFT member who asked not to be
Thomas Szasz, tomorrow at 12:30 cess by force, violence or destrucEach of the, faculty organiza- each of the faculty groups on the named, it would be necessary to
appeal to the trustees for the
Soviet un- p.m. in Cafeteria A and 13 in a tion." He said the attorney gen- tions will have a representative campaign.
The
MOSCOW
eral’s office has offered to help.
manned moonshot Zond 6 returned faculty book talk.
on the panel. The panelists are:
The panel also hopes to explore money.
"Szasz is a psychiatrist. at. Cor- Pres. Smith emphasized "it Dr. G. A. McCullum, professor of the whole problem of faculty Actually, the trustees have been
to Russia Sunday, setting a record
for the fastest return to Earth nell University who was born and would be a serious mistake if extra biology (Chairman of the Aca- teaching load.
named by SDS as among the chief
from lunar space. Observers be- trained in Czechoslovakia," said police had to be hmught to the demic Council); Dr. Marvin Lee,
culprits for the current situation
hem and at San Francisco State,
lieve the flight may he a prelude Dr. Markham.
campus when it reopens."
a.ssosiate professor of economics
recently shut down over questionto a manned moon-flight by the
’’In my review, I will offer the Vic Lee, presidcnt of the Cali- (President. ACSCP); Dr. LawRussians as early as next month. Szasz interpretation of t.he history fornia State College Student Pres- rence Pugno, professor of seconA fPW 1111111(i 11 11 round the able acts of alleged "student
of psychiatry as well as some legal idents Association and SJS stu- dary education (President, CCU- mountains but generally sunny violence."
The men’s physical education
With the ca-se historic% on several different dent, who attended the trustee Fitt; Dr. William Tidwell, profes- today. Increasing high clouds
Their order to suspend SFS
and intercollegiate athletics will WASHINGTON
not lie under the same department Vietnam buildup nearly complete, issues about the damage psychia- meeting, read a statement "deplor- sor of micmbiology (CSEA rep- toward evening and becoming Black instructor George Murray
the Army has appmved plans to try has done to the Anglo-Ameri- ing the use of violent coercion by resentative): Dr. E. F:. Rutherford, elloud3- tomorrow with rain likely ha.s been condemned by SDS, and
next semester.
The split was announced yester- cut its basic combat training out- can concept of due process," he ex- any patly in an institution of (utsociate professor of psychology late In the (lay. High today at his re-hiring constitutes another of
the radical gmup’s demands.
t AFT president i; and Dr. C. Mae - s.IS: ;(1.
higher learning."
day afternoon by President. Robert put by the equivalent of one bri- plained.
D. Clark after several years of gade every eight week.s.
4:11~c’eo.W.06,1041,094140!!"41,011544110:44,1011,1440W41,,ALWA!’#WWWr’eW,,,,,,,,,,,,,,e0WWW,IPWCW0.44-1541111040.
debate on the issue.
Dr. Clark had received recom- LOS ANGELES -- Superior
mendations from Executive Vice Court Judge Herbert V. Walker
President Dr. Hobert Burn.s;’Ath- ruled newsmen would be able to
letic Director Dr. Robert Bronzan; watch the trial of Sirhan Bishara
the department of men’s physical Sirhan, charged with murdering
education; alumni; and other in- Robert F. Kennedy, on closed-circuit television, providing both deterested groups.
"The College can best punaie fense and prosecution attorneys
the twin goals of excellence within agree
the separate yet related endeavors
By MARY GOTTSCHALK
ties in general. We want them to take
Tn educate other Asian-Americatts in
May, and there are chapters now in
of men’s physical education and
their philosophy, AAPA has formed US
a respon.sive role."
Campus Lite Editor
Los Angeles, New York, at. San Francisintercollegiate athletics if our adStatistically they are con.sidered
Citing t.he relocation ramps of World Groups vvhich they described a.s "comco State College and other places.
ministrative structure reflects that
American’s "minority success story" hut
munication gmups where people get to
War II and the MrCirran Act (InterIn discu.ssing their goals t.hey said,
separate yet related nature," Dr.
they will point to legislation that shows
nal Security Act of lit7i01 which gives
know each other, Within the communi"America has managed to perpetuate
Clatk said.
they are not part of America.
the President. and Congress the power cation gmups are work groups working
the myth that Oriental communities are
F:xact details of the divorce have
They feel "a time comes when silence
to intern Communists when they agree on certain actions or projects."
classical examples of the success of
nnt been worked out Dr. Clark
One action AAPA would like to see
is betrayal" and the time has COMP for
national security is imperiled, AAPA
democracy. In the glowing Black-Brown
said he hoped to pnwide a state- Newly married ex-G.I.’s will not
them to speak out about their political
members said, "They are. direct contaken is the establishment of an F:coproblem, we’re frequently used in such
ment of institutional aspirations receive full Educational Assistance
and economic grievances.
tradictions of us as examples of sucnomic Opportunity Program for Asianstatements as "Look what the Orientals
and specific details soon.
Allowances this semester unless
They are students who have estabcess."
Americans because "we have people
have done."
Some of the decisions that must they have already filed their
lished a San Jose chapter of the AsianAAPA members said, "In researehing who eould benefit but are overlooked."
"It is an unfair analogy because WI"
lie worked nut are custody of the change of marital status with the
this WC have found some dubious and
American Political Alliance (AAPA).
The general statement termed all
hart a common minor() and common
budget and the appointments of Veteran’s Administration in San
Members of it aro now working toward
t taehed to existing organizations in the Asianlanguage to huddle around, whereas the unqualified implieations
staff members that are involved in Franeisen.
campus recognition and they hope to
the McCarran Act, as well as t.he InAmerican rommunity "ton committed
Blacks didn’t have any of this. Black
both athleties and physical educaMerely informing SJS rlerks in
have it within a week.
ternal Security Act."
to the status quo." AAPA member%
families were separated hy slave owners.
tion, according to Dr. Burns.
the fell registration lines does not
They reject what they term "bureau"We’re their (America’s) sitecess
In a general statement recently dis.
said they are now working to "establish
Dr. Burns said many of the constitute official notifiration of
cratic hierarchy" of elected officers,
trihuted, AAPA said. "We have been, communication lines with the Asianstory but vie had to get ourselves toappointments will still overlap.
new claims, according to VA
leaders and membership lists. saying,
and still are, used politically to the detAmerican clubs on campus and with
gether for economic survival.
"It was the physical education officials.
"the number isn’t important."
riment of oppressed minorities. Those
foreign students. Our members are
"We feel minorities should have conpersonnel that championed the Unless they have already done
Megumi Shimizu, Shelton Chow and
trol of their economic and political sit- who say to oppressed minorities: "fol- starting to work within."
split, Dr. Monzan said. "They be- so, Vets qualifying for additional
Mina Louie, three student-members of
low the example of the Orientals’ or
uations within their communities.
The statement also said ’’We do not
lieved the budget could more allowances due to a change in the
AAPA, agreed to an inteniew ron
presume to lodge" Asian-Americans who
"We want tn make the Asian-Arneri- variations thereof are making racist
emiitably be divided, more flexi- number of their dependants should
cerning their organization and its goals.
can community aware of problems that statements, for they are in effect. say- elect to remain silent Or support the
bility would be possible in plan- contact the VA office in San Jose,
It was established in Berkeley last
ing, ’they know their place.’ "
status guo.
exist for A.sian-Americans and minorining the organization of rlassroom t 181 N. First St., or call

SFS To Reopen Tomorrow

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Markham Reviews
’Law and Liberty’
Tomorrow at 12:30

Men’s P.E.
Department
To Separate

Professors Sponsor Panel
On Nine-Unit Teaching Load

Today’s Weather

’Minority Success Story’

Asian-Americans Form Political Alliance

Married Ex-G.Is
Lose Allowance
If Neglect Filing
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Letter to the Masses
It), NI 1H1.I.

kl.kINlo

who aren’t
I lpett letter to the
!lire-voted.
am oppo.eil to the adiption of the
living presented to
coo-titutifin a. it
arid ultimatek
Council
,itident
the
%fai. the -tudent voters on at least two
I. \ cut -back of clamed member from 21 ill a tOtal Of 15. would make
tO the gin..111411.111
critifig body even smaller than it inow.
2 Nreording to my opposition. claim.: repre.entation is to enable busito to be carried on with fewer de.
it%I. aft’ council nwinbers.
11,01
time. This is what the members were
elftcil
3. They feel that a small council would
lie:a more -tnorkable- group. As any
member knows. the amount
’t%ork !,ott are asked to tho tttttt tints
it great deal of time: for 15 milliIffts it would be fantastic.
matter which ultimately itiveles
ti- i- the amount of money that
nitist be distributed each year by re: .
-pori-ible people s610.1100). We need
1.1..Gais from all arra. of the campus
’refire -eta it- and our share of the
I hi- velar’s council is the first to
representation f rom minority
stiohlit.. a total of nine. Minority student. w ill you liaxe this kind of representation again if council members
ace cut bark ill IS?
NIO,t Of the oligarchy hike put OW
110MI on tny critique of the constitution because of my elected position as
Exeriitixe ::1111.1itry. 11Iy responsibilitie- lime been delegated to other people who better
lerstand the Aliner
"image and philosophy.- but this is
not why I’m fighting so hard tO kt.1111
111, afire in the eionstittition.
I ratlitionall. the Exerutive SecreLicy.- off ice has been a job for women.
If thc new constitution gore- through

-kited now. I see no future for any
woolen repre-,entation in the elected
Sli. We do hale u
po-itions of the
right to IOW our heads as well as our
hand-.
If the off ice is eliminated next year,
where will our place begin in student
government? 11 fallen. stand up and
lie counted! \on won’t get another
V11111144..
student xeliemently
I 101’ OUP.
object to being represented in the local
media time and time again by I)ick
Miner who has made statements to
thew media as though lie were xoicing
the opinions of all of us. But when
are we exer asked for our opinion
on is -ties that are inn* own concerti?
Is Dick Miner speaking for the entire college when lie makes statements
such as: the whole football staf f
sl
Id resign with the exception of
two people. and hi. challenge to the
nited States.
ice [’resident of the
the Dick Miner image which represent. all of tis?
DO :1011 1,110% that MOOCH meetings
are open to students. that it meets
\\ ednesdays at 3:30 at the College
1 nion. Ninth and San Carlos? 1)o you
know about the crisis in regards to
the power of the chancellor and the
Board of Trustees and that this power
of our
is tritig to take away s
right.?
Do you realize the ammunition that
fair present oligarchy is giving to this
body of powerful people? 1)o you
know w hy the foreign students are
fli-go-ted? Do you know that I am
w citing this letter without the pet-no -ion of the oligarrhy?
II of these problems need the at.
tentiott of you. the student body. Will
you fight to allow me to be your voice?
’lease help me to help you, the majority here at San Jose State.
1 think the present ASB administration should consider the major issues
of the majority as opposed to "Miner
changes. -

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGElt
mot (Abp., are initiatours,- in 111, k history and culture,
this siiio.-Ier or for the spring

11.-1

.11;1

1, mi.
ti lllll the ..-110101- is Golden NN est College in Iltintington Beach which will offer
"The Black Man in .American Society.The course will examine historical and
correid Illack role- in society from their
N
the Branding Iron commented.
0.0.11- for the course are
lerstanding
atlfl Salm.
110111PIIClittO1P.,
lilitek
sv -tem- and an ability to interpret national
i-sue-. Ghetto press material. as %veil as
tevtlenik literature is planned.
ELEMENTARY SKIING
At Fresno State College students can
ake a riieducational PE. class in basic
kiing hid the course is anything bid easv.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and Ls seeking Guest
Mortals and Guest Rooms from SJS stuNits and faculty members on matters afecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
ay be made with Richard Battin, Daily
ssociate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m in
he Daily Office, JC208. Final decision.s on use
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double alracecl
n a 40-space line.

Thy.

"bonehead- course is ttt ited to
V1110
DOI beell on skis more
than tv%0 or three times.
To learn how to ski, you ninst he in
good pliHcal shape. tio, the instructor requires the students to jog two miles
through a plemed field and complete 65
situp1.1111 OF the semester.
Duce a week. students meet near the
pm to learn basic techniques and safety
on a dry slope :Old ski simulator. Three
"field- trips are also held, the Daily Collegian reported.

B

CLUB

De Anza College in Cupertino recently
-tarted a bachelors service club and invited single girls to attend their social
f 111111‘
including pienies at Stevens
iek dam. the I.a Voz says. Ilnimmni
STATUE STOLEN
"I’rnie." a large statue belonging to
I iiiinion Hall at Westniont College. was
-tolen at 2 a.m. Sundat.
fiiitt4i’
according to the Horizon.

think

tliat

!lie

venerable

of London., finest activists trooped toer
to Ntone die Sottet
con.

ThQ

Guest Room
Truth Campaign
Editor:

It is obvious that ininotity problems are
rampant
SJS, in fact throughout the state
college system, and to an only slightly lesser
degree, in the university system. It is obvious
that there are "power blocs" in industrial
ancl financial interests within the state, in
the Trustees, Regents. Legislature, and, yes
"even" the Governor’s Mansion, which are
working to deny minority equality, self-determination, academic freedom, and financial
sunpoit to the campuses.
It is obvious that the news media present
biased or "managed" news-reports, supplying
false information to the "public." It is obvious
that the Gestapo tactics of such units as the
"TAC squad" in San Francisco, and those who
patrol Telegraph Avenue, Emeryville, and
West Oakland. are intentional attempts to
arouse reaction, to supply justification for the
use of force in maintaining "Law ’n Order."
It is obvious that things must be changed.
That is, it is obvious to me, and to yott,
and to anyone who bothers to try to be informed.
It is also obvious to anyone with the ability
to consider the situation, that these tactics
are designed by the "establishment," and in
the hands of those who do have power they
work beautifully. Just look at popular opinion:
"Dirty Hippy Radicals," U.C.C7ommielreak.s,"
"Negro Militants," etc. From this one may
conclude, OK, the tactics work - - we’ll use
them, too - all of them --- manipulation of
facts, meeting confrontation with unreasoning
force --- name-calling - - smear campaigns - there’s a term for this: agit-prop, agitation
anti propaganda, that Ls, emotional arousal
and lies.
Until the libetals stop adopting the methods
of the establishment. under another name,
with the idea that it’s something new, those
who now have the power must, in the nature
of things, remain dominant.
A change of tactics is mandatory.
Has anyone thought seriously of starting a
truly massive campaign of Truth? If the facts
of the status of minorities in State Colleges,
the effects of budget cuts, the fallacy of gm,emment-eontmlled education, the interests
behind the Regents. Trustees, et. al., were
made gloriously nubile, at least the middleclass liberals would be aroused, anti something might be done on a significant scale;
as it is now, who outside the academic community really is upset?
Yet no one tries it.
All the various-initialed liberal groups have
organizations capable of supporting this type
of activity. Why not try? Stop bustin’ heads,
and make headlines in better ways. Of course,
it might be hard work .
W. Duane Austin
A171147

Total Perversion
Editor:

code of Hammurabi again prevails in a no
less violent twentieth century.
Though previously so self-possessed tuid
suave, toward the end of his talk, he reacted
like a hurt child: if it required killing, it
would be done in order to secure their aims
of power, not merely to obtain a share in the
fruits of this land but for vengeance also.
Adding insult to injury, he proceeded to
drag in Jesus Christ to lend support to an
already distorted picture of how violence was
to bring gratification and solution to Negro
needs. In what was a total perversion of both
the meaning of Christ’s life and that of the
early disciples, he made them prototypes for
his brand of reactive hatred.
May I ask what it is that prompts the
seemingiy hearty applause from Atte majority
of listeners following most every attack upon
our docile egos by minority group speakers?
When we are called racists, we applaud with
vigor. Told to our face that we are hated and
we are guilty, we applaud, assuaging our
unease.
What sort of a defense mechanism do we
have here but one which speaks of the need
we feel to be punished, to undo our sins of
commission and omission? By applauding, we
can for the time being lessen our feelings of
guilt, and adjust quickly to a stress lest we
have to face it squarely and really be more
fully and courageously human -- not the
persons I saw who applauded out of weakness.
Steve Hardy
A14858
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Gary Pergl:

Murray Charge Contrived
The history of idiocy has added a
new chapter to its several volumes with
the dismissal of George Murray by Chancellor Glenn S. Dunike.
It $1.1.111h that eten tlie least astute ohserver of happenings at San Francisco
State could have foreseen tile potentially
explosive reaction to Nhirray’s firing.
Hut espeeially the chancellor, the man
paid to oversee and supervise state colleges, should have kept his eyes open.
Instead, he
a naivete seldom
equaled even by his boss, the governor
himself.
The Board of Trustees has been seeking
the remotal of Murray e%er since the semester began, perhaps validly, perhaps
not. This is a moot point.
What is obvious is that the reason given
for canning Murray -- his Avocation of
guns on campus - was a contrived charge,
a quick and easy out Dunike seized to solve
his entire problem.

-,"-Jr

Mr. Carmichael had to say
last Tuesday was not so far out that I couldn’t
see the iationale or feel with him, especially
when he berated U.S. imperialism abroad and
oppressive policies at home. However, I didn’t
suppress my heated feelings when he reached
the point that showed his motivations as retaliatory.
Clearly, in what was to me
compartmentalizing and isolating of lucid reason and
justified emotion from a wouldsbe logical eon.
elusion, Mr, Carmichael committed a grass
absurdity’ - he hammered out in highly emotive tones that once in power, his people, the,
oliPressed, wottlV proceed to do exactly the’
same thing to their former oppressors -- the
Most of what

cerned lads and lasses had a fine t
expressing themselves and it is difficult
to fault their bask idea, vshiell sho6ed
originality that the oft-stoned per-oiiiiel
tIte U.S. embassy must have partietilarly
f avored.
Unfortunately. after the militants had
used tip all their roeks or% the embassy,
they discovered that thed hail been stun.
ing the Finnish instead of the Russian
one, which was next door.
This tendency to bumble, the Mail’s
man notes glumly, is a familiar problem
in Britain. There was. for example. the
Vietnam solidaritv campaign recently. The
sponsors managed a good turnout hot very
little solidaritv
the meeting- ’woke 111/
over the question of which slogan to
chant.
militants favoritig "Ho.
Chi Minh- and the ones for "Hey. Hey,
LBJ tried to overcome each other hy
seeing who could chant the loudest. They
couldn’t even get together to adjourn.
Ifs sad to see the primitive state of
art 0%fl* there. TIO. 111WSIKIIWr 1.0111 lllll ist
liad to recommend that the vvritild-he
structi llll ists get a ipv of the "good demonstrator’s guide.- 61lich he valls the
definitive pamphlet.
This advises demonstrators to leave a
space for the television %alit, and has to
remind those who are chosen as on.camera
performers to "always face the (.0 ra.les been many a day shire any American
demonstrator had to be told to do that.
In all fairness. loovever. it must be admitted that the
back6aril in technique. slogan-chanting. lumiiv-looking getups and all-around obnoxiousness, are
-leading our militants in the art of bannerwriting. Whereas most of those banners
our Chic; l g ll first string carried seemed to
have been copied off the walls of restrtllllll s, the British have produced s lllll e
truly first-rate banner lines. Subtlety and
a sort of muted menati are emphasized.
At the recent nurses riot ouiside the
Prime Nlinister’s house, one entry read,
"Seriously. he’s doing a medium job.- A
more sinister banner warned. "Wait ’til
you get a hernia. Mr. Wilson.’’ Another
militant nurse unit declared. "We stand
hy you and all the mentally bandieapped.-

’nu.

Truth Needed; Guilty Applause

MORE EXERCISES
Viithout taking a ski course, 15 W01111.11
St1O11.1114 at the University of M
.sota
are doing calisthenics and jogging two
dav, a 6eek because the aililetie director
savs
Heed 1111. exercise, the Nliimesota Daily said.

uould

British tradition of eceentricity would
give that island race a considerable lead
in the field of protest demonstration. L
fortunately, the latest report from the
London Daily Nlail indicates this is nut
the case.
Fact is, says the paper’s comment
writer, British de lllll nstrators are disturb.
ingly inept. NOI long ago, 111. MACS, a group

Advertising Mgr.

in using ikis opportunity, however,
Donike stepped into his ONII 11008e.
Ile somehow failed to foresee the repercussions imohed in his suicidal attempt
to please the Trustees.
If. however, die charge against Abirray
was indeed gritt-hapi ’PS, Dimike Reagan
and the Trustees are all guilty on another
c
t
insulting Ihr intelligence of the
college student.
It is incomprehensibe that the upper
echelons in the education business con.
tinitally surmise that if a person is allowed to speak freely on the college campus, his every word will be accepted with.

out questioning., and his every demand met
by a corresponding action.
Ilouest, Gov. Reagan, studints are every
bit as rational as actors.
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Bomb Blast Mars
Quiet SFS Day
Compiled from Assoebited Press( structor of English, assigned to
’ report on happenings in his deAn otherwLse calm day at San ,
I partment, estimated that 10 per
Francisco State College yesterday , cerit of the student body showed
was punctured by the explosion of up.
The explosion came BS dozens of
a crude bomb in the rear of the
student-taeulty meetings were goempty main auditorium.
Only minor damage was re- ing on to discuss the problems that
have plagued the college since last
ported, and no arrests were made Wednesday.
by San Francisco police as of yesThe majority of the 18,000 stuterday.
dents who have not been attendThe bomb device was a red- ing classes since the violent camcolored gallon can with a spigot, pus demonstrations last Wednesfilled with black powder and bul- day have been invited back to the
lets.
college by President Robert Smith.
Police talked to Terrence Mc* * *
Dermott, who said he was passing
the auditolium when he first saw
the flames followed by an explosion.
Other observers said they saw
the can burst open, then several
dozen cartridges and the remains
of the fuse, burnt rags and some
sort of bottle scattered by thel
blast.
SACRAMENTO
About 50
Shortly before the explosion. Sacramento State, College students
Patrick Farrell, a faculty mem- staged a quiet sit-in at the Sacraber, told police he saw two Black mento offices of the state college
men leave the backstage area system Monday to protest what
through a fire door.
they called Chancellor Glenn S.
The low - intensity explosion Dumke’s "interference into the inblew out one side of the can and ternal workings" of state college
scattered glass from a broken campuses.
bottle inside about 30 feet.
Spokesmen for the students said
Sgt. Ray Cooper described the they represented the Black Stubomb incident as merely having dents Union, the Young Socialist
" . . nuisance value."
Alliance, Concerned Students and
The campus appeared relatively other groups.
quiet otherwise. Dan Langton, in The students didn’t specify
their complaints against Dumke,
but student groups have been unhappy over his order to dismiss
Black Panther David Murray as a
member of the San Francisco
State faculty.
The students left after two and
a half hours. They said state college officials were talking with
"The Art of Being H lllll an," their representative in Los AnIs the topic of Fr. William geles, where college trustees are
McNamara’s speech tomorrow meeting.
in JC141 from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Father McNamara, a Carmelite
priest, has written a book entitled "The Art of Being Human." His talk is con-sponfsored
by the Newman Center and the
Experimental College.

Sacramento State
Students Protest
Murray Dismissal

’Being Human’
Topic of Talk
Tomorrow

’Meat Inspection
Protects Public,’
Discussion Topic
Karen Berke, representative of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Consumer and Marketing Service, will address SJS students today at 3:30 p.m. in H5.
Miss Berke, an expert in the
field of meat and poultry inspection, will discuss recent legislation in this area. She will also
include inforrnation concerning the
work of the Consumer and Marketing Service.
"Our primary function is to
discuss how the inspection of fresh
and processed meat and poultry
products protects consumers, and
hove they can use this service effectively in meat buying," she
explained.
In addition, she will offer suggestion.s about the purchasing,
preparation, care and storage of
meat and poultry. The lecture is
open to all. students, as well as
interested person.s in the outside
community. The discussion is sponsored by the SJS Department of
Home Economics.

KSJS Log

Prof To Speak
At Inauguration
Of ’Talking’ Club

The new SJS Linguistics Club
will meet Dec. 5 for its inaugural
event.
Dr. Edith Trager, professor of
English, will speak on "Dialects
of American English" in Cafeteria
A at 2 p.m.
According to Michael Schmidt,
assistant professor of philosophy
and coordinator of the new linguistics program, the topic of Dr.
Trager’s speech will be one that
cotdd be of an enduring primary
concern to SJS linguistics students.
’The Linguistics Club will probably be much like the psychology
honors, Psi Chi, and like the political science honorary’," Schmidt
offered..
Asked if the membership would
be limited by any requirements,
Schmidt replied, "No, anyone who
is interested in linguistics" is eligible to join.
He projected the club’s character with more details, observing,
"Since linguistics is just gaining
impetus, we thought student.;
should have the chance to engage
in linguistics activities. This would
particularly include exchanging
and reading papers about linguistics.

4 ’Oow At The New Tangentk
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6:00 AI Wilson Show (Populai’) 0
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6:55 Newsline
7:00 Ralph Swaney Clas.sics
(Classical)
Chamber Music
7:55 Spectrum
Every Thursday 9:00 p.m.
8:00 Bill Shakespeare
8:15 Phil Fout’s Musical (Show
Tunes)
117 University Ave., Palo Alto
9:00 Dan Rivers Show i UnderMinors Welcome
ground Rock)
Res. & Info. 325-8488
10:00 Sign off
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CSCSPA Not Dormant

.

Reporter Gives Blood
In Journalistic Spirit

1.

Amid/Bross
June 25-Sept. 4
Amat/Briu-s
July 23-Sept. 3
Lond/Bruss
July 24-Aug. 21
Amati.ond
June 22-Sept. 15
Amat/Lond
Aug. 7-Sept. 9
One-way, East/NVest-bound

3295

$285
$275
$290
$285

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

orA monumental effort on the part of American youth.

fetallooR,
e.,,,.=

drixer’s seat," he continued, "txcause the companies which susscribe to RECON have three scan
plans, single school, state and universal.
"For example," Lee explained,
"a company wants chemistry major. Any student who has completed RECON’s form %vill have
a chance to compete fur a job
in the Eust or South, not just locally. RECON has a larger company clientele than a graduate
looking for a job directly from
school."
"Since RECON was just begun
on the 18 state college campuses,
there is a short time left for senior students and graduates to take
advantage of this service," said
Adams, chief coordinator fo CSCSPA services. Dec. 18 is the dead.
line for returning RF:CON forms
to New York.
BARGAINING PoWER
RECON IBM forms are available in the College Union CSCSPA
office and soon will be available
at many areas on campus.
ISAC, a jet charter club to
Europe plan, allows a student to
fly to Europe round trip for $285
to $295 plus $10 administrative
fees. "The beauty of this particular chartering service is the student Is able to purchase two oneway tickets instead of a round
trip ticket if the strident wants to
come home earlier or stay longer,"
Adams explained.
Also. students are able to purcha.se tickets on campus.
ISAC charters fan jets of Trans
International Airlines, the second
largest charter carrier service in
the world. "It has one of the highest safety records under FAA regulations," Lee said.
State college CSCSPA service

coordinators will begin booking
passengers in a few week.s. Last
date to purchase tickets with reasonable assurance of a seat is
March 1. "There are 3,700 seats
available to t:urope and ISAC
hopes they ure filled by that date,"
Adams said.
"With these auxiliary services
us a part of CSCSPA, studenLs will
identify themselves a.s an association -- as a student power force,
a constructive student power
force, that is," Lee stated.
"In offering students materialistic benefits, CSCSPA %till become a bargaining power for the
good of the California state colleges toward higher education,"
Lee concluded.

Architect Seeks
Writer Assistant
A car-crunping. 18-24-year-old
non-draftable typist, writer, photographer is being sought by Paul
Tritenbach, Sacramento park
planner and landscape architect,
as a research assistant for part
of a year’s study of American and
Canadian parks.
Applications are due by Dec. 1.
Additional information can be obtained from Donald F. Sinn, prufessor of recreation, in PL13.112.
ext. 2651.

Jet Charter
NEW YORK
’1345

A major force in the struggle against
poverty and ignorance?
An ambiguous propaganda scheme destined for failure.
A difficult, unrewarding personal experience?
-orAn enlightening journey of self-discovery.

ROUND TRIP

plus fax

Oakland: Dec. 20
Iteturn: Jan. 5

AFT Will Discuss
S.F. State Report

RESERVE NOW!
LIMITED SPACE!
For application forms
phon or write
T -M TRAVEL
60 N. First Sf., Sn Jos*
Ph. 293-1033
Affr 7 p.m. Ph. 251-4126

The local chapter of the American Federation of Teachers will
meet today from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Cafeteria A and B.
The agenda includes reports on
San Francisco State and the proposed nine-unit load.
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AGENTS OF CHANGE
A Close Look at the Peace Corps

PINNED FoRTiMg?
-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFFS NOTES!
OVER 175 TITLES $1 EACH
AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

$175

Prof. F. Peal 247 Roycraft Ave.
Long Beach, 90803. 438-2 I 79

By J.ANET 110THERSAI.I.
Spartan Dail) Staff Writer
California State College Student
Presidents Association ICSCSPAI
is moving in the "right direction"
as a student interest group instead
of a dormant association of state
student body presidents, stated
Victor Lee, executive CSCSPA
president.
Last week Lee and SJS’ Gene
Adams, chief coordinator of CSCSPA services, met with northern
state colleges at Sacramento State
College and southern state schools
at California State at Long Beach.
"In its past nine years of existence, CSC’SPA has done nothing
for the students, while it has levied a tax on each state college according to its population," Lee
said. "It is only fair that the student be reimbursed."
Presently, CSCSPA offers two
services to the students - - RECON, computerized pre-screening
job placement, and International
Student Affairs Club lISACI, jet
charter flights to Europe.
Besides reimbursing the students, CSCSPA has other purposes
for the new services ditision: a
larger working revenue and exposure as a political force.
With a larger revenue from
these services, CSCSPA will be
able to expand its services with
its stronger economic base, it
will become a viable strident power
force in higher education.
FORMS AVAILABLE
According to Lee, CSCSPA will
become a bargaining power strong
enough to be listened to by the
state Board of Trustees and state
policy makers in Sacramento.
CSCSPA if; the only student
educational lobbying force in the
nation, officially’ recognized by the
California Board of Trustees and
legislature.
R E CO N, computerized prescreening job placement, complements present state college job
placement centers, "This service
allows each campus placement to
become more effective," Lee said.
"It also puts the student in the

t
hOhl,
By HARI’
hail
I
WaS
Spartan Daily staff U’riter
table to lie upon.
The nuise there located a parThis first-hand account is written expiessly for those students 4 titularly inviting vein in my arm
who have considered giving blood and marked it with her fingernail
but have not harl the impetus for future reference. She prepared
needed to accomplish this feat.
Ithe netxile.
The campus blood drive, sponThe needle going in was about
by
the
Air
Force
ROTC
sored
the same as getting a regular intwice a year, was held recently in jection, but another coed assigned
the Catholic Women’s Center to keep me company told me it
(CWC) in cooperation with the ’was not bad at all.
Red Cross.
My arm first felt as if it had
In the true journalistic spirit of a gaping hole in it, then simply
getting first hand information for felt leaden, especially as I watched
a story, this reporter walked into the tube with my blood flowing,
the CWC, hungry from missing through it.
Political Debates
lunch because of admonitions
After about five minutes, which
about eating anything with fat in felt like five hours, it was all over Begin in December
it before donating. I was also a and the hole in my ann was
A series of political debates
bit woozy from smoking a long plugged up with a pad, a sheer centering on current controversial
cigar that a new father on campus strip, and six unneeded inches of issues is being planned by Pi Siggave me.
adhesive tape.
ma Alpha the political science honIn this condition I first met a
Still another coed walked me ary society.
nurse who poked my finger with to a place to sit down and she
President Grady Robertson said
something sharp and collected
seived me the inevitable juice and the series should begin the first
some blood. She let a drop fall
cookie. And that wa.s about the of December with a debate schedinto a vial of blue liquid. If it
uled Mice a month for the rest
end of the experience.
sank, I would be anemic or some
of the semester.
Except for one small problem
such thing. After a dramatic
Debate teams will be made up
How do I get this adhesive tape
plunge, the drop bobbed to the
of faculty and students.
off my arm?
top.
Then a coed stuck a thermometer in my mouth and. simultaneously took my pulse. Another
nurse took my blood pressure and
asked me if I had PVer had a
nitmlior
exotic diseases. Sinop I
An arrogant exercise in cuttural imperialism?

New Tangent

JET CHARTERS FROM L.A.

,,nd McrIner

SOPHOMORE COED Marsha Borrelli tenderly applies bandage
to Spartan Daily reporter Gary Radine’s arm after donation of
blood. Miss Borrelli was one of many volunteers aiding donors at
the recent Red Cross Blood Drive. Donors and their families can
receive blood at no charge for a year after their donation supplied by the Red Cross. Air Force ROTC and other campus
service groups will have the blood drive again next semester.
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Minor Damage

LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

semi

By David Hapgood and Meridan Bennett Whenever the
Peace Corps is wider discussion, conflicting opinions Ilse
these can be expected. Now, the controversial Federal
agency is thoroughly analyzed and candidly appraised in
a hard-hitting new book that thoughtful citizens - particularly those considering whether to join the Corps will find indispensabie. The authors of AGENTS OF
CHANGE bring extensive first-hand knowledge and acute
insights to their descriptions of the Corps’ triumphs and
failures, the volunteer training programs. reactions at
home and abroad, and the role of the Peace Corps in
American foreign policy.
$5 95 at bookstores
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Spartans Capture Big Win
carrying its fair

share of the load.
The Dons dominated the plaj
the first half, in which the, seined
their krill) goal, both offense
and defensively.
l’SF outshot the Spartans 19-12
with the majority of their shots
coming in the first half.

The SJS soccer team found
themselves in a comeback role
for the first time in a league game
this season and turned in a star’s
performance by scoring two goals
in the second half tu capture a
2-1 victory over USF Saturday in
Balboa Stadium.

WHAT IS
A Company contributing daily to the bet .1/terment of mankind and helping people
by "putting ideas to work" in CHEMICALS, FILMS & FIBERS, MACHINERY, &
DEFENSE.
A Company seeking individuals who want
get involved. Where training is generllto
ally not formal, but where you can grow
and express yourself in your work.

With the victory came the Spartan’s second straight West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
title and a spot ill the Western
Regionals. The win was also the
second year in a row that SJS
beat the Dons for the laurels.
SJS will open regional play
Friday at 7 p.m. against the south land kingpin, UCLA, in Spartan
Stadium. The Bruins have only
one loss this season.

A Company where you’re known and
treated as a person in spite of the fact that
is the 58th largest company in the
ilFMC
U.S.A., with sales in excess of a billion dollors annually and over 145 separate plant
sites in 33 states and 13 foreign countries.

The Dons a ill receive a second
chance to gain a berth in the rewhen they meet
gionals tirdii
the University of Washington Ill
Balboa Stadium. A victory will
place the tough USF squad in regional play Saturday against the
Air Force in Balboa Stadium.

WHAT IS
We would like to acquaint you personally with
FMC. Our Ordnance Group Representatives will
be visiting your campus to interview graduates
majoring in the following disciplines on

NOVEMBER 26
Mechanical, electrical, aeronautical, and metallurgical engineering; mathematics and physics;
industrial and manufacturing engineering; bus’.
ness administration and accounting; industrial
and manufacturing technology; and design and
drafting.

,

SPARTANS REVERSE

!

The Spartans reversed the trend
in the second half to take the action away from USF. Both SJS
goals came in the third quarter.
The first came on a fine diving
head shot by Henry Camacho off
a shot by Mani Hernandez.
Luis Mintegui scored the sec-

taut one shortly afterwards. SJS
Coach Julie Menendez said, "Thej
bad the momentum and started
early. to show it. They reiillj
looked, and really were fast. We
settled down in the second half."
"We did a great number of
things to help ourselves in the way
of adjustments at halftime," he
said. "The conditioning factor
helped us in the second half. After
Comacho scored his goal we started really controlling the game. We
played mostly defen.se in the last
quarter."
The Spartan coach was especially pleased with the defense which
he said played "superbly."

Menendez singled out Art Romswinckel, AI Rodrigues. Minteguij
and Zeljko Pavic for their defensit e efforts.
Rick Habenict played the entire game in the nets and also
turned in a creditable performance.
The only score against him came
on a tricky free kick front just
,
outside goalie’s area.
’

NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP:4
The 1968 NCAA Soccer
pionships will be held in Atlanta,
Georgia on December 4, 5, and 6
at Grant Field on the campus of
Georgia Tech.
If the Spartans capture the

Western Regionals, there is a
good chance that they meet St.
Louis University in the championships. The Bilikins knocked off
the Spartans in the quarterfinals
by a 4-3 count last sea.son in Spartan Stadium.
The SJS junior varsity ended
their season on a losing note but
their overall record of 6-3 is one
of the finest marks in recent history.
Junior varsity coach Gary Iaeini, a former Spartan All-American, said that he felt that Gary
O’Dell, Ken Manglesdorff. and Jim
Saint Claire had good chances of
making the varsity next year.

IF L’SF WINS
If USF beats the Washington
Huskies, it will mark the second
year in a row they have gained
the at large berth. Last Seation
they fought their way to the Western Regional finals before being
downed by SJS.
The Dons are the only West
Coast squad to ever win the NCAA
crown. This year’s regional w inners figure to he the team to beat
in the NCAA championship tourney.
Saturday’s victory \N.,. team effort with both defense and of feniai
***Prime*** ***** **********

SMART STUDENTS
SAVE $ $ $

Your student placement center has all the facts
regarding career opportunities with FMC Corporation. See your Placement Director today
and place your name on our schedule.
If you are unable to nuke Intentlew ermagenteate, then please visite
to ow College Relations Director.
1g

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95103

WOULD YOU BELIEVE
SAYINGS OF $50-$150
ON CAR INSURANCE?
If during your COLLEGE or HIGH
* SCHOOL Spring Semester, you
received a "8" average. you will
qualify for this SCHOLASTIC
DISCOUNT. Phone today!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

41.0

I et

FMC CORPORATION
ORDNANCE GROUP

P. O. Box 367
COSPORAIION

*
*

*
*
!,1’
;T.,

PAUL SCOLA
65 W. Hamilton, Campbell
378-4123

*

lege transfer. The 5-10 160 pounder should see plenty of action
against UCLA this Friday at Spartan Stadium at 7 p.m.

VARSITY GOALIE Viguen Khackian dives for a tough shot.
Khackian, who is from Tehran, Iran, is currently splitting the time
at the goalie position with Rick Habenict. Khackian is a junior col-

Spartan Poloists Win Tournament
COUCh Lee Waltoirs Spartan wa- the United State’s gold supply.
The Spartans started the drain
ter polo team has si.irted what
drain on by winning the ch(unpion.ship tro\Vahan hopes will Ite
acorepsoozozooccoocsocejcser phy in the California State College
Water Polo Tournament over the
weekend at Cal State Hayward.

The days grow short
when you reach
NOVEMBER!
Due to publisher’s requirements our
book returns are about to be made.
Don’t be caught short. Get ,our
required text books NOW!

if

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has . rranged jobs.
tours & studying in Europe for
aier a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun -filled &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
crammed with other valuable
info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City. Grand Duchy of Lux.

The win was doubly sweet for
the Spartans as they twice avenged an earlier defeat to Cal
State Long Beach.

exotic

PERFECT

MARK

A 12-6 win over Long Beach
in the finals Saturday afternoon
climaxed a perfect 4-0 mark in
the double elimination tournament. The Spartatui also posted

drinks

19 N. MARKET

AUTO INSURANCE

RESERVES’ ROLE

Single or Married

Ages 17-25

Fteserves played a major role in
the tournament championship.

New low rates for young drivers. Preferred risk or hard
to place risks accepted.

"Our second and third units
played the entire second half of
the first two games and did excellent jobs," Walton praised. "The
quality of our depth is very imthe Spartan mentor
portant,"
noted.
With reserves able to play so

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose

Suite 205

243-S027

11,

much - - and so well - - the Spartan starters can g,o into big games,
like the Long Beach clashes, fresh.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

BOOK STORES SERVING
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

cpaPtan Sookotore
ko6epto Bookstore
cal book co.

1r1C0 S

The Spartans jumped to a lead
in every game and never trailed
after the first quarter. In t.he
opening two games, State goalies

1ACOS
If the weather has got you down, there
is only one place you can go to get back
up again. Yes friends, it’s Tico’s Tacos
where a great dinner is within a few
pesos reach. And what raises your spirit
higher than a good warm meal?

Phone Orders 297-8421

Frest10 Stale, 16-2. Fullerton State, 14-4, and Long Beach
11-9. Long Beach came back to
eliminate San Diego State to move
into the finals of the tvcin elimination tourney.
"Hopefully we proved the Point
that we hate a great team." Walton said following the wins. "The
team play was outstanding."
Despite the tournament win,
the Spartans didn’t play perfect
water Ian. "We made enough mistakes to help them (Long Beach)
score points. Even at this late
date we have much to improve."
But this fact doesn’t worry Walton. ’The players really want to
correct their mistakes and this
means we can play better," Walton
offered.

Whit: Vet.

4th and St. James

Bob Likins and Dennis Lombard
blanked

the

opposition

for

the

opening periods.

1

GIFT
BOOKS
Q STORE,
BOOKINC.

Spartaguide
DAY
Wesley-11’CM. 12:30 p.m., St.
I I’s Nlethodist Church, San Sal 1 ir and 10th Streets. Hot Lunch
33 cents and a speaker.
Rally Co llllll ittee, 4:30 p.m., PER
1. Meeting for all members, pep
and all interested students.
Russian Slides, 7-9 p.m., ED434.
des of Russia shown.
Newman Center, 9:30 p.m., 79 S.
ith St. C’ornpline, night player.
Newman Nita% Newman Center,
10 p.m. Ne/am Mochabter, stunt from lian, will discuss inmally his country and his imessions of the U.S.
/MORROW
Epsilon Eta Sigma. 2:30 p.m.,
)104. Important election and a
est speaker.
Co-Rec. 7:30 p.m., PER101. Opition Thanksgiving. Admission,
e can of food. Also a variety
evreat iona I act ivit ies.
-dodent California Teachers As. lotion, 3 p.m., ED100. Open to
interested students. Dr. Phelim
I speak about recent legislation
ion.
--;eholar - In - Residence Program.
.1 p.m., Morris Dailey, "Basic
,rital Philosophy Class." 9:15
Morris Dailey, "The Parable
list Dollar
Symbol or
iity?"
Spaghetti Feed, 11:30-1:30, New n Center, 79 S. First St. All
at can eat, 40 rents.
Marriage Preparation Course.
tWMarl
Center’, 7:30 p.m. Fr.
irgente will celebrate Mass with
e group and engaged couples
11 be invited to formalize their
4itgement in a special ceremony.
Fr. Williain McNamara, a Carelite priest, will speak on ’"rhe
of Being Human," 3:30-5 p.m.
JCL41. Co -sponsored by Newan Center and Experimental Col-

Foreign Students
Discuss Heritages
At N ewman Nit

TODAY

Ralston Purina Co. BS MS Bus.,
An extra joaagrani Itit
been
added to Newman Nite tonight at Mktg.; BS Econ., Acctg.. Bus.
Mgrot.
7:30 at the Newman Center, 79
New York l’itheratita (iradurste
S. Fifth St.
8010411 of Business Administration.
In cooperation with the Inter- Candidates for Masters and Ph.D.
national
Students Organization degrees in business. Full-time day
ISO), the Newman Center will program or part-time esening programs. Bachelor’s degrees and
invite a foreign student as a speother advanced degrees.
cial guest each Tuesday "tor inTOSIGRROW (Nov. 20)
formal discussions, with the forUnited Technology Center. Maeign student sharing knowledge of
jors, ME, EE, 1E, Ind. Tech.,
his own country and culture, and Chem. E.
his insights and experiences in the
Federal Reserve Bank of San
U.S. and at SJS," according to Franciseo. Majors, Econ., Bus. Ad Miss Judy Sausen, staff member min., Lib. Arts, IE, Acctg.
at the center.
She said the reasons the Newman Center is developing this program witik ISO is because of the
lack of oPPortunity for foreign stUdents and American students to
get together.
-Through exchange, American
and International students can
find mutual appreciation of one
another’s heritages," Miss Sausen
explained.
Nesvnum Nites are open to all
students for these discussions and
also for recreation.
-

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN
wk. $5

$40 per mo.,
per plasma

$1 0 per

Lockheed Missiles and Spare Co.
Majors, BA BS, MA -MS Math,
Physic’s, EE, ME, IF:, Ind. Tech.
Allstate Insurance Co. Majors,
Bus. Admin., Any major.
Annerknin Can Co. Major s,
BA/BS Ind. Tech., Ind. Mgmt., Humanities and Arts for Mktg.).
Bank of Amer le a. Majors.

DOM
DEBUT

collection.

Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 297-6535.

publishing firm in Campbell needs talented
graphic artist immediately to design a single
poster, featuring ’1.1 I E DOOHS, to be nationally
marketed. FEE: :tt2.1100. For information call:
SI’ tliTA. t;HAPIIICS INC., 378-8000, Mon. dirt’
Fri. %.1. for Dave Schiller.

ilS NIS Bus., liA NIA E:con., Liberal Arts.
Pan American Petroleum Corp.
Majors. BS MS Geology.
United States Steel Corp. MaEE,
jors. ITS MS Chem. E.,
1E, NIE, Physics, Math, Gen. Engr.:
BS Bus., Acctg., Nlanpower Admin.: MBA.
Raychem t’orp, Majors. BS/MS
C’hem E., ’ME,
IT.
W. T. Grant Co. Nlajors, Business.
Naval Missile Center. Majors,
BS NIS EE, ME, Physics.

and from this
exciting new
album, a great
single record

LITTLE
SISTER
on TOWER

(OPEN TO STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE ONLY)
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Some men think the only
way to get a good, close shave
is with a blade.
If that’s what you think,
we’d like to tell you something
about the Norelco Tripleheader
Speedshaver".
In a very independent
laboratory, we had some very
independent men shave one

side of their faces with a leading stainless steel blade, and
the other side with a new
Norelco Tripleheader.
The results showed the
Tripleheader shaved as close
or closer than the blade in 2
out of 3 shaves.
The Tripleheader has
three rotary blades Inside new,
thin, Microgroove,. heads that

’float,’ so it follows your face,
to Shave you closer.

The Tripleheader has a
pop-up sideburn trimmer. A
handy, coiled cord. And a 110/
220 voltage selector.
It comes in both a Cord
and a Rechargeable model.
And it won’t pull or nick
or cut.
Because it shaves your
beard.
Not your face.

#oreicer

you can’t gat any closer

to littittstr

SINGING SENSATION

Birdie Lee

Cd

PLUS
’ KING OF
THE DRUMS"
AND HIS SMOOTH SILK SOUL
SHEET SLEEP WALKERS

Russeil Lee

111%

* GIRLS
* GIRLS

SHEBA

CC1
Laa ,
Z"

Vekra

"QUEEN OF
.IUNGLE’’
DANCING
WITII HER 80-‘-.5
snow rwis
Ir. 31 P.

\1 C)

GLORIA
KAREN

THE BRASS RAIL
160 Mt. View-Alviso R 3ad Hear Lock)seed

DONNA
akfIRI
CRYSTAL

LUNCHES AND
DINNERS SERVED
DAILY IN OUR
MODERN
DINING ROOM!

r-NEW! EVERY TUES. 7
MALE AMATEUR NITEJ

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCF.MENTS 11 /
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single rnen over
21. Call George Campbell 244.9600.
WASH III WAX IT! VAC ITI YOU
can’t beat it. ASTOR’S COIN -OP AUTO
WASH. 732 S. Ist - 804 Lincoln Ave.

’54 MILITARY JEEP. $800. Clean. Call
967-7733 after 4 p.m.
’66 SUZUKI 250 cc. Must sell. $200.
Call Laura 259.6227.
’66 HONDA S-65, 4 sp. 50 mph. Runs
like new, tools and license. A steal at
$125. 287.4986.
’66 TR 650oc TT Special. Street
equipped flake paint. chrome, very
clean. 5825. 295-5211.
I ’60 KHARMAN-GHIA. Excellent mech.
condition. $700 or best offer. Must
sell. 258.3158 or 377-1798.
1’59 HILLMAN conv. Leather seats, runs
’ OK - First $75. 351 S. 4th St. Apt.
#3, SJ.
MGA 1981. New Engine, British Racing
Green, very good shape. $900 or offer.
Call 287-5836.
FOR SALE. ’62 VW Bus. Very clean.
Engine overhauled. New battery. 66,000
mi. $895. Cell 867-1623.
’59 PONTIAC CATALINA. New brakes
& tires. $400 or best offer. Contact
Colleen King 524 S. 9th. 293.9663.
1963 VW. R/H, Good tires, new engine, good paint. 55,000 mi. $800/best
offer. Call Rick 286-9747.
FOR SALE 131

You can’t
get anydoser.

TLY--5

THE BRASS RAIL...

‘:
NO TOPLESS LUNCHEON SHOWS
AMATEUR NITE EVERY WED.

.58 VW. $375. Good condition. Cell
al’er 2 p.m. 298.0533.
’63 CORVETTE. 4 sp. 327 340 HP. Metallic blue. Excel. mech. cond. $1850.
One owner. 294-6711.
’54 VW. Excellent condition. Only two
owners since new. New clutch, brakes
i&orshmocikkesi $350 cash. Call 287-4840. Ask

ST 5142

SPA RT1S1

NO
COVER!

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

AUTOMOTIVE 121
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ARTISTS
READ T HIS!

1

-e- Job Interviews

Tuesday, November 19, 199R

I BLACK, I FAWN Great Dane Puppies. AKC reg. Show or pet. 3 mo. old.
$150. Call 724-4835 or 374-0148 after
5 p.m.
MUNTZ 4 track car stereo, speakers
not included. Model CI00. $70. Cell
297.9957, ask for Tom Flautt,
2 JUDO SUITS. Large size. Good con’
794 1903.
iNYESTORS: 80 acres. $750 Per acre.
in
Off Bear Creek rd. Redwood
& year round creek. 30 min. from SJ.
Owner 415-968.2885.
( CLASSICAL LP’S: Entire collection must
rnodern. Mono $1,
I 3, bar, qu,
354.2004.
S?
FLYING COUNTRY CLUB member h.,
t f1i, . C,er 20 planes available
at ri
.-ted rates. Call 258.9803.
; AMPEX 1150 Tape Deck, Auto. Rev. I
mo. old. W/base and cover. Make offer. Call Doug 286-9892
FOR SALE: Metal Skis, 200 cm, ex.
cond. $50 or best offer. Call Jeff 287.
7813.
BRAND NEW TOOLS FOR Christmas.
Wood Lathe - $15: Radial Drill Press
- $37.50; Jointer - $29; Table Saw
8" - $24 . . . Manning Bowman Electric Fiend Tools: 1/4’’ Drill - $9.95:
3/8" Drill. 2 -speed - $14: Sabre Saw
- $14; Power Saw 7" - $27.50. 60
E. San Fernando. Phone 292.0409. 1
block from campus.
TR-4 Macp. 4 eight spoke American
Mags. Magnesium - fits Triumph. $145
Call Spencer 298.1781.

MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montgomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott
COLLEGE GIRLS. Work for the S. F.
Chronicle in our Sunnyvale office selling
trial subscriptions. Working hours will
fit your schedule. Average pay is $2.25
per hour. Call for interview appointment 738-1818.
MEN AND WOMEN
W have several openings in our San
Jose office for pleasant part time work.
Choice of hours. No evp. necessary.
$2.00 per hour to Mort. Call 287.0292.
COED TO COOK 5 n;ihts ’wk. for 2
mule students in ex,h. for free meal:.
Clean apt. once/wk. Will pay. Call
286.3026 1-3 or aft. 8 p.m.
WE NEED HELP
New Company, choose your own hours.
Work for yourself or for us. Direct
Sales and Sales Management. Call 297.
5109 between 4.6 p.m.
MY CHEVY VAN IS BROKEN. Will pay
you to fix. Carin. 297.3496.

STUDENT TO SHARE i Ld’r,
S. 4th. #6. Phone 24/.6249.
APARTMENT FOR RENT to 4 girls. 2
bdrm., 2 bath. $200. Curitact Mqr. at
SIM S. I Ith. 57.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
I bdrm apt. Clean & quiet. $55/rrio.
Call Patti after 5 at 297-5601. 417 S.
9th #2.
QUIET, CLEAN, CONSIDERATE female
to share 2 bdrm. apt. 508 S. 1Ith #13.
Cail 287-3949 after 7 p.m,
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2 bctim. apt near iorimus. Rent $55/mo.
Call 287-6028. Immethately.
-

lnUND (61

LOST: SCHWIN 10Speed oold bike.
Body #JC0096. no questions asked.
79"
, 7.
REWA.9:
PERSONALS (71

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Barter.
Phone 244-6581.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thasis, term
papers. etc. Call 258-4335.
TYPING.
Experienced 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING MY HOME. Neat, accurate,
reasonable. Corrections made. Cell Mrs.
Taylor any time. 292-4590.
TYPING MY HOME. Fast, accurate,
good rates. Only 25c a page. Call
Sandy 286-4619. Live 457 S. 91ii *9.
LEARN TO FLY. Special student rates
on my airplane, $7.50 per hour plus
:nstructor. Call 298.1978 after 5 p.m
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rate:.
$8.00 per month. Call 377-2935.
TRANSPOTTATION 19)
DRIVING

"IGUANA CRAWLS!

TO CASPER, WYOMING
ksgivinq holiday. Riders needdrive. Call 265.1594 eve-

50c ea. or 311. 357 S. 4th #4.
S:

HOUSING

1CLa (8;

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
med serice. On campus 237 E. San
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293-6345.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt.
V2 block from campus. $40/mo. Call
286.1485 after 8 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S.
I 1th. Apt #6, $54/mo. Call Colette
298-1414. ext. 47 or 287-7283.
HOUSE FOR RENT: family, unfurn., 2
story, 5 blks. from campus, apts. drps..
appliances. 4 bdrm.. 2 bath, dnow.,
livrm. w/firepl. $250 lease. Call 2946414. Ext. 2277 or 2480.
DEC. I. NEED GIRL ROOMMATE,
share luxury apt. near campus. Fireplace. $55/mo. 287-1640. Sherry, after 5.
NEED A PLACE
TO SLEEP ONLY.
Near campus. Tue. and Wed. night.
(Have 7:30 class on Wed. & Thur.)
Floor OK. Will pay. Call Pat at 9415351.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251-2598.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948-178 I.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced a Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Temberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY 1
rings for getting engaged, married.
sharing water. George Lorimer. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Haircuts $1.00. All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
FEMALE UPPER DIV. or Grad to share BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effe,
lg. 3 bdrm. house w/3 girls near cam- five service, the ultra -modern Barber
pus. Cail 293-2170. Own room.
College. The latest techniques. To reach
ROOMMATE NEEDED: 638 S. Sth. Rm the Colimie qo west on Santa Clara.
& kit. priv. $38/mo. Up-div. Call 287 TYPING - THESIS. term papers, etc
experienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
2754 aft, 7 r

rLITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
’.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

.

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30-1 1:30
Send

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Deily
Classifieds.
Phone

294-6414, Ext. 2465

HELP WANTED ,4
MECHANIC - to install trensmission in
Renault, Call Vicki et 287 6058 after

possible on canceled ads. Print
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces

No refunds

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

One day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
.50

Two days

---2-.N.---fa3.00
3.50
.50

Three days

Four days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.9-0
3.40
3.90

.50

.50

Five

North amertoan Ptotipa Company. Inc., 106 tait’lliktittivii, hieivYar

N Y t001/

0 Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)

days

Print Name _
Addreu

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
L] Personals
0 Announcements (1) Li Help Wanted (4)
01...

your ad here:
for each line)

- 2.5U
3.00
3.50
4.00
.50

(7)
n Services (8)
ET Housing (5)
(11 Lest and Found (6) LI Transportation (9)

.

;.:
Z

r

STEREO 8 Cartridge Tape player,
portable - $35. Sears TV portable $30. Call 287 3585. Ask for Dave.

.

For
Enctosed is

Ctty _
Phone .
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN IOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad te appear

Dm

Tuesday, November 19, 1968

6--8PARTAN DAILY

710 eea4fon Why ?jou Can’t Win 4 Tpip
NoIsi PSA Gives
You "ik Lift To
Holly-wood -Burbank
(as well as Los Angeles)
_/
737 kb,
16160

t ..,.

$13.50 From

PI

San Jose.

Ili7.1075
THERTRE

Always For lour Pleasure

JUST IDENTIFY PHOTOsee
FIRST PRIZE:

NOW SHOWING
I Irimoi

the qpaduate

and
"Woman Nu,,6 cavil"

Phone: 276-1720

Et

Last Week’s Photo: Harmonica

"Cock & Bull"
SPECIAL*

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: John Paine

Long Sleeve
Fall Sport Shirts

RUNNERS-UP WINNERS: David Loew, Ray
Taylor, Arvid nice, Brian Detrick

$2.99

Tie -breaker Answer. 1378 cars

(Reg. $4.99)

State Annex Men’s Wear
286-1238

Now in Paperback
INTRo
fEl

.95

THE BEATLE’S

.75

by Scaduto
available at

cal book
!:;1 E. San rernandi)

mr:.4 ,

::"1111.1..1-1-11ill?’"
I II’ll

to all 23,800
of t 1 s.

Spartan Daily

41/111.0,1),::..:

.

CLASSIFIEDS

,,i
.4nd ’Pry Our .. .
Small Sleek ..... ..........
Round Steak
Steak Sandwich ee
French Bread
Jumbo Burger en
French Bread

.

$1.45
81.41
$ AS
VIE

545 S. 2nd St.
Free Parking

arali4

Giosss the itletitiix of the photo above. A clue word is hidden in the ads on
this page. Just find the single litter in brackets in each ad and arrange the
letters to form the elite mord. Li 1,1:!.rant sty le I
Fill mit the entry blinds rompletilx. THE NEW TIE.BREAKER QUESTION
yiarter to park in the SJS multi -story
Ilow
garage during this meet.. from noon Mouths tit noon Friday. Nov. 18-22?
Bring Now entry to Spartan Olds t:lissifi..ds office, JC206, and deposit
Ite
hy 1 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 21.
in the :oiliest Entry Box. EntrieWatch for next week’s contest p.le tu See if yOU’re a winner!

11011$e

11-19 8

PI.C
ENTRY BLANK

(Must be entered by Thursday)

nHOTO IDENTITY

TIEBREAKER ANSWER

NAME

LOCAL ADDRESS

MAJOR

CITY

Royal Portable SAFARI
Full featured deluxe model
originally $109.50

PHONE

-----------------------------------------------

Whatever your typing needs.
we have a model for you.

$87.50

Rules:
t.i.t of two or more. comparably ac 1. The most aecurate entry will win.
citrate answers, the tie -breaker %sill Itt toed. Persons designated by th
in judging accuracy of answers.
Spartan Daily will has/. finai 2. The Spartan Daily will not I, re-potisible for lost or stolen entries.
ariled on P.S.A. expire 90 days after
3. All complimentary flight
date pass is issued.
4. Only currently enrolled S.’S students or faculty may enter. Pertsons affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its adsertisers are ineligible.
5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rides or make corrections as it
deems necessary.
6. ONEV- ONE ENTRY PER PERSON.

IPI
*al(

S139.50

Man

Feel Free To
Come To Archie’s
Firoak fasts
Sp,(ial irenkrad

1S1

originally $199.50

How to play P.I.C.

united nations children’s fund

49TH

91494
ANNIVERSARY

It’s our Anniversary, but you get the gift during BERG’S
hut a
49th Anniversary Event.. And not just any gift .
pair of $12.95 Jarman shoes or a pair of $12.95 Haggar
slacks. This gift is FREE with the purchase of any famona
brand suit, value.priced front $59.95. Stop in right away
as this offer is for a limited time.
For Quality and Fashion
In Men’s Wear
Located just lour blocks from
campus at 52 S. First Street

UNICEF

Present this coupon at
TREE INN
MCI’S PIZZ

ri
(1it -Lam tui (ireeting Cur di $130

COMPLETE 5 COURSE DINNER
FOR ONLY $1.45

Calets (itri $2.50

./21tPtalt Seelmtere

0

and get

MEN11
10 oz. New York sty
t11.1,8ert
salad
soiip
side of spaghetti
15c drink

LUIGI’S PIZZA TREE INN
1480 South White Rd.
Only 10 minutes away

le
It
ol
SZ

it

12 -inch carriage

. ,
.?..g,
"---...g.;,,,
’’:’" - "
,. .

st

13

Full electric Royal Portable

9

(or sell it)

in

ULTRON1C TYPEWRITER

l’n7
’ ’’

g(

OVER 20 VARIETIES

124 E. San Fernando fnext fo Cal Book?
Phone 293-5283

7
,,,,,,,
’in,

can tell it

A!

ENTER PIC. TODAY!
Modern Office Machines

For only a buck
and a half, you

A Meal In A Sandwich!

Tom Peacock
Carol Lombardi
Brian Dietrick
Arvid Knee
Frank Cirillo
Gary Driedger
John Paine
Bob Harms
Bill Minkel
Judy Montoro
Hal Weiner
Ray Taylor
Rich Lenhart
David Loett,
Ronald Ikeda

$1.25

TITUS GROAN TRILOGY
by Peale

st

You might know some of
these students who have
won in the P.I.C. contest:

I

by Cassill

TOGO’S SUBMARINE
SANDWICHES!

297-1137
336 E. William
Open 10-10
[1
ALL SANDWICHES TO GO

*TODAY ONLY
470 South 10th

tl

Vol

FOUR RUNNER,S-UP PRIZES.
T1,0 tickets to any show at UA Theater

1
:..

In

"How-to-play" below

k round trip jet flight to Los kngeles onipaiet

1

Super 727 and

Photo
Identification
Contest

tit On 12.514.!

259-0696

Closed Mondays

